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THE INPE HANDOUTS TO THE 6TH LANDSAT TECHNICAL 

WORKING GROUP (LTWG) MEETING 

The objective of this report is to present the material 

that INPE will make available to participants attending the 6th LTWG 

meeting, to be held in São José dos Campos from 12 to 15 June, 1984. 

Annex A presents 	INPE's 	LANDSAT 	Receiving 	and 

Processing System in its present configuration and status (Item 5B of 

the meeting agenda), as well as the experience already obtained with 

LANDSATs 4 and 5 (Item 10). 

Annex B includes the revised tables of Station Plans 

for TM Reception and Products and of Implementation Schedule for Data 

Formats Employing Superstructure Conventions, for update of the LTWG 

documentation and presentation under Items 9 and 12 of the agenda. 

Annex C is a short proposal for standardization of the 

Worldwide Reference Systems, which we felt could fit within the "new 

business" framework of the meeting. 

Annex D shows INPE's preliminary TM Products Price 

List. There are open questions concerning exactly how the NOAA 

distribution fee would apply to some of the products. 

Annex E contains a TM image received and processed by 

INPE, to illustrate the appearance of the products to be offered. 

Distribution to users is expected to begin later this month, 

depending on the solution of the questions concerning the NOAA fee. 



ANNEX A - INPE's Landsat Receiving and Processing System 

1. Configuration and Status 

INPE's Landsat system is sPlit into two sites. The Receiving Station is 
located in Cuiabay Mato Grosso, due to its geograPhic Position which 
favors the best coverage of Brazil and South America; the Processing 
Station is in Cachoeira Paulista, Sao Paulo, closer to the resources 
offered bw the Rio-Sao Paulo region, The tapes recorded at Cuiaba are 
sent to Cachoeira Paulista bw plane. 

1.1 - Receiving Station 

The present configuration at Cuiaba can be divided into four different 
functional subsystems: 

- Tracking and receiving subsystemy including 

• one 9-meter parabolic antenna for S-bandy with associated tracking 
and receiving eauiPment (Scientific Atlanta), installed in 1973; 

• one 10-meter parabolic antenna in cassegrain configuration for 
simultaneous S and X-band recePtiony with associated tracking and 
receiving eauipment (Scientific Atlanta), installed in SePtembery 
1982. 

- Recording subsystemy including 

• one paralell 28-track wideband recorder (Ampex FR-1928) for MSSy 
installed in 1973, UP to 2 satellite passes are recorded onto one 
7200' tape, 

• one serial-ir,-serial-out 28-track high densitw digital recorder 
(Martin-Marietta) for TM or MSS, installed in Februarwy 1983. UP 
to 2 TM passes or 6 MSS Passes are recorded onto one 9200' tape. 

• one analog 4-track instrumentation recorder (Hewlett-Packard) for 
telemetrw data, installed in 1973. UP to 2 Passes (8 KbPs) or 5 
Passes (1 Kbps) are recorded onto one 2400 x .25' tape. 

• one serial-in-serial-out 14-track high densitw digital recorder 
(Martin-Marietta) for MSS, installed bw NASA to suPport the Backup 
Pia n. 

The old RBV recorder (RCA TR-70) was transferred to the Processing 
Stationy as a backup to the existing one, 
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- Data monitoring subswstemy including 

• an INPE-built hardware allowing simultaneous disPlay of the six 
MSS sensors from anw band ir, analog form onto an oscilloscope CRT; 

• a COMTAL black-and-white visualization system with a 512x512 
screen allowing real-time or Plawback monitoring of TM vídeo data 
in a moving-window fashion. 

- Computei' subsystemy based on a DEC PDP-11/34 minicomputer and 
Peripheralsy performing: 

• generation of antenna pointing data Printouts for satellite initial 
aceuisition or manual reaceuisition; 

• real time supPort of the antenna tracking as a secondarw modey in 
case of autotrack loss or malfunction; 

• downline loading of the COMTAL apPlication software. 

The Receiving Station is oPerational for both MSS and TM and both S-
and X-bandsy and Fias been recording MSS data from Landsats 4 and 5 
over full aceuisition range since launch. TM data are being received 
and recorded regularlw since April 61 1984, 

1.2 - Processing Station 

The present configuration at Cachoeira Paulista is best described if 
grouped by the instrument(s) to be Processed: 

- The old MSS/RBV Processing subswstem integrated and installed bw Bendix 
Aerospace in 19741 built around two DEC PDP-11/15 minicomputers and 
peripheralsy including 

• one paralell 28-track wideband recorder (Ampex FR-1928) for the 
plawback of MSS data, and its sPecial interface eauiPment (Bendix 
Aerospace) capable of extracting from the incoming stream and routing 
to the minicomputers through separate lines the video/ auxiliar w data 
such as Time and Line Length codesy and swnchronization signals. 

• one 70mm fila Electron Beam Recorder (CBS) and special interface 
eeuipment (Bendix Aerospace) including DIA converters and geometric 
corrections circuitrw to allow the computers to geometricallw correct 
the images without the need for resampling, 

• one analog 4-track instrumentation recorder (Hewlett-Packard) for 
plawing back telemetrw data. 
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. one modified VT recorder (RCA TR-70) for RBV plawbacky and its 
sPecial interface (SwnaPtic Systems) to DC-restore the video and 
route it directlw to the analog circuitrw of the Electron Beam 
Recordery at the same time sending sync Pulses to the minicomputers 
to allow synchronization with the geometric and radiometric 
(de-shading) corrections. 

• one RAMTEK visualization eeuiPment with a 256x640 color monitor 
allowing display of MSS video from either the wideband recorder 
(through the comPuter) or CCTS. 

• one digitizer table (Bendix) for measuring X-Y coordinates to support 
either systematic calibration of the EBR with grid Patterns or the 
generation of Precision products based on Ground Control Points 
identified on bulk imagery. 

• one Quick-Look eeuiPment (Celco), connected directly to the MSS 
recordery allowing the Production of low-resolutiony uncorrected 
imagerw without comPuter interferencey via a camera couPled to a 
CRT. 

This subswstem is oPerational but the mean time between failures is 
decreasing due to age. It is receiving the addition of two new magnetic 
tape units (one of them alreadw installed) to suPPort CCT production 
with increased reliabilitw. 

- The new TM processing subsystemy integrated and installed bw Societe 
Europeenne de Propulsion (SEP) ia December, 19831 with the final 
acceptance tests concluded in Februarwy 1984. This subsystem is built 
around a DEC VAX-11/780 and periPheralsy and includes: 

one serial-in-serial-out HDDR (Martin Marietta) for plawback of the 
TM tapes, and dedicated aceuisition chain (Enertec) including a 
format sync/decom and a Programmable demultiPlexer. The chain is 
controlled bw an LSI-11 microProcessor and communicates with the 
computer and with the COMTAL system belowy Providing videoy status 
and auxiliarw data. 

one COMTAL Color visualization system with a 512x512 screeny 
interactive kewboard and trackball, connected to the VAX and to the 
subsamPled output Port of the aceuisition chain. This system 
supports the Production of Quick-Look imagerw (through a slave 
flatscreen displaw connected to the monitor and coupled to a 
Hasselblad camera) and also the interactive image manipulation 
facilities (contrast stretchy edge enhancement, etc) available in 
the Processing system. These facilities operate over images 
previouslw loaded jato the 256-MB disk dedicated to this role. 
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• one 5-inch fila Electron Beam Recorder and sPecial interface 
eauipment (Image GraPhics Inc.), This EBR is a second-generation 
device caPable of both raster and vector drawing, with geometric 
fidelitw rated at .01% and extended geometric corrections 
caPabilitw, 

The software of the VAX swstem (develoPed jointlw bw SEP and INPE) 
incorPorates both Production and management functionsy handling the 
creation and updating of an aceuired + processed images data base, 
allowing inauiries and production scheduling based on usei' reauests 
entered into the system. 

The TM processing subswstem is currentlw being tuned to the Landsat-5 
Parameters and characteristicsy and distribution of TM products to 
users is expected to start late Juney 1984. 

Besides the two processing subswstems abovey there is a DEC PDP-11/34 
minicomputer swstemy installed in 19781 supporting the management of the 
MSS and RBV data bases, as well as the ineuiries and orders related to 
these instruments. It hosts also the geometric correction auxiliarw 
functions for the production of Bulk and Precision photographic MSS 
imagerw (this latter fullw operational since earlw 1983), 

2, ExPerience ir, Acauisition and Processing of LANDSAT 4/5 Data 

2.1 - Receiving and recording 

A few points deserve special notice in this area: 

- The 'assisted tracking' implemented in the PDP-11/34 has not been 
necessarw due to the absence of autotrack losses in normal operation. 
The emplowed modely howevery lias demonstrated suPerb performance in 
tests conducted bw turning off the tracking receiver after the initial 
satellite acauisition. The comPuter took over controlling the antenna 
without loss of a single dB in the Pawload signals. 

- The telemetrw recorder had to be adapted to the new data rate of 8 Kbpsy 
bw using bi-phase instead of FSK recording. 

- Landsat-4 TM data was never received due to the earlw failure of the TM 
transmitters. MSS was received and recorded with no Problems. 

- Landsat-5 TM is being routinelw received and recorded since April 6, 
over the whole Brazilian territoru (about 385 scenes/cwele). Due to 
the higher cost of recording and storing TM datay recording over other 
countries is planned to be subject of special arrangements between each 
interested countrw and Brazil. 
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2.2 - Processing 

2.2.1 - MSS 

Some problems faced in the processing deserved sPecial attention: 

- Some hardware modifications had to be carried on the MSS format snc 
eauipment to accept the new S/C identification code inserted into the 
Time Code format. 

- An old problem affecting ali 24 MSS detectors was solved when it was 
noticed that with Landsat 4 the rate of its occurrence was consider-
ablu higher. This led to associate this Problem with the increased 
Doppler effect due to the lower altitude of the satellite and trace 
it down to occasional single-bit lasses at the Demultiplexer in Cuiaba. 
Another modification in the MSS format snc eauiPment corrected this 
Problem for the Processing. 

- As in Cuiabay the telemetru recorder had to be adapted to the new data 
rate of 8 Kbps. A modification in the recorder interface to the comPuter 
had to be imPlementedy as well as a rather deeP change in the 
decommutation software. 

- A heavw 'woodgrain effect' associated with detector coherent background 
noise was observed on Landsat-4 MSS data. 

2.2.2 - TM 

During the Final AccePtance testsy in the period from December/1983 to 
Februaru/1984y several performance tests were conducted. Concerning 
geometric fidelituy it is worth to mention the results achieved in the 
geometric internal accuracw test. As a test image, the Toledo-Detroit 
Landsat-4 scene of Julw 25, 1982 was selected. The sustem geometric 
corrections were derived analuticallw and aPplied to the Electron Beam 
Recordery benefiting from its abilitu to accePt real-time corrections 
directlw on its X-Y deflection circuitru. The full model (including jitter) 
was implemented into a UTM Projection and 50 well-distributed geodetic 6CPs 
were identified and measured. After removal of translational and rotational 
errors with respect to the UTM gridy the following encouraging performance 
data were verified: 

Scale deviation : .03 X 
RMS error in Easting : 29.1 meters 

RMS error in Northing : 24.6 meters 
RMS error (total) : 38.1 meters 

Note that this is just a sustem-corrected image! 
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From March to Ma/84 1 effort has been sPenty mainlw in the software areay 
to adjust the embedded satellite/instrument parameters to the new 
Landsat-5-sPecific coefficients/characteristics. Changes have also been 
nade on the production routines towards a greater oPerationalitw when 
routinelw processing real data onto Ouicklook ar high resolution EBR 
imagesy at real time rates. 

On Apri1/84 production of preliminar w TM imagerw was initiated in the high 
resolution file recorder with the main Purpose of evaluating radiometric 
and geometric eualitw as well as image aPpearance. 

During this preliminar w production hase some aPparent anomalies were 
observed: 

- A banding effecty ir, hase with scan rate, visible mainlw on uniform 
radiance areasy has been seen and thought to be related with the Scan 
Line Corrector Performance. It was not observed in the Detroit image, 
at 40 degrees North latitude. This problem is still being studied to 
confira or not this possibilitw. In the meantimey images are being 
Processed with a geometric correction level slightlw lowery to force 
parallelism between forward and reverse scans. This has eliminated the 
banding effect without causing noticeable local distortions. 

- A severe along-line shift between forward and reverse scans can be 
observed ir, band 6 (thermal). The problem is still under investigation. 

- Concerning radiometric Performance, a definite need has been felt for 
some kind of contrast stretch treatment on data of most TM bands prior 
to processing them onto file. The attemPt to Process these bands to film 
without such enhancements has resulted into ver w flat images with poor 
image detail. This situation is aggravated due to the linear geena 
transfer function presentlw in use in the EBR. All bands except 4 and 5 
will reeuire sPecial look-uP tables derived to accomodate the average 
radiance excursion of each band within the most favorable dwnamic range 
of the film but avoidingy as much as Possibley cutoff or saturation of 
the data. The intention is to combine linear look-up tables ir, the 
computer with a nonlinear gamma transfer function at the EBR to achieve 
this improvement. In this Preliminarw phasey tests are being conducted 
to select the best gain and offset combination for each band for the use 
of linear look-up tables alone. The nonlinear gamma transfer function on 
the EBR will be imPlemented in the near future, and new gain/offset pairs 
ma w be reeuired then. 
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ANNEX C - WORLDWIDE REFERENCE SYSTEMS: A CALL FOR STANDARDIZATION 

Since Landsat ri carne to stage with a new cavei' age patterny the concept of 
the Worldwide Reference System, ideallw suited for rePetitive satellite 
coveragey began to face its first Problems. We have now two Worldwide 
Reference Systems instead of one and: with the several other satellites 
expected to be launched in wears to comes some confusion is likelw to arise 
if the WRS concept is not revised. 

At IMPE we have got used to reter to the two existing WRSs as the 'old" and 
the 'new' ones/ instead of using the full nanes of "WRS of Landsats 1/2 and 
3' and 'WRS of Landsat 4' (whichy bw the wawy should nau be changed to 
mention also Landsat 5). Needless to saw that a third system would 
invalidate these nicknames. 

The next remate sensing satellite available to the international user 
communitw will be exPectedlw the french SPOT. For this satellitey with its 
side-looking capability, the concepts of Paths and Rows will be definitelw 
inadeauate. 

Thereforey evidence seems to point to a geograPhically-oriented WRS, 
independent from any particular coverage patterny as a lona temi solution 
to allow users to sPecify their area of interest ir a reasonablw concise 
form. 

Some countries have alreadu geocoded products based on a chart indexy which 
nave to the output 	their swstems this characteristic of universality. 
What we feel the need for, howevery is an international consensusy perhaps 
to be presented to the LGSOWG, on a recommendation for a geographic WRS 
that ali countries could use and would fit not onlw ali Landsats but future 
satellites as well. 

In our point of viewy this sustem should have the following characteristics: 

- be simple to exPlainy to rePresent and to use; 

- have a 'resolutions of 15' (approx, 30km at the Eauator) to aliou 
good separation of scene centers for images like SPOT's (60x60km) 
and also that users can express more precisely the location of 
their areas of interesty but support also the specification of 
larger areas; 

- stand above national chart indexing conventions and avoid the 
somewhat confusing articulation rules of the international World 
Geographic Reference System (NF23-Y-A-IV-3, etc.). 

-C.1 - 
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A possible imPlementationy given herein to illustrate the points abovey is 
that we keep the well-known East-West/North-South latitude and longitude 
scheme to define a 1-degree gridy and subdivide each cell in 4x4 subcells 
of 15'y addressed bw a pair of 4-valued codesy one code for X and one for 
Y. If we defined these 4 values as ATM and DY for example, Sao Jose dos 
Campos (S23:10/W45:53) would be ir, 'Path' S23A/'Row' W45D. A Landsat-5 
scene showing the citw (Path 218/Row 76 of the Landsats 4 and 5) would be 
coded as S23A/W45A for its scene center at 523:06/W45:00. 

A special cede denoting 'range' of interest ar coverage could be also 
defined to give an idea of the size of a scene or the extension of ar, area 
of interest whose center is expressed in this WRS. This range code should 
be expressed ir, teres of distance rather than in coordinatesy due to the 
convergence of meridiansy and corresPond to a nonlinear seeuence (like 10, 
20, 50, 100, 200) to limit the number of ranges. The code could be applied 
oPtionallw to each direction or bothy dePending on the convenience of 
sPecifwing this information and also on whether the image ar the area 
extends bewond ar is smaller than the subcell containing its center. For 
instance: the Landsat 5 scene over Sao Jose dos Campos mentioned abovey 
sized about 185x185 Km, could be coded as S23Ae/W45Ae if 'e' denoted a 
range on the arder of 200 Km; the cite itself could be described bw 
S23Aa/W45Da if 'a' was associated to a 10-Km range and crie desired to 
sPecifw the approximate size of the citw. 

If a geographic WRS such as the one above is definedy it will become the 
third (and hoPefullw the last) crie 'in scene". We suggest that short and 
uneauivocal nanes be assigned to each one in arder that confusion among 
them is minimizedy mainlw between the first twoy bw alwaws prefixing the 
WRS nane to the Path and Row cedes, Just for illustrationy let's saw that 
WRS-A, WRS-B and WRS-G (for Geographic) are the names. We would have then 
Sao Jose dos CamPos as WRS-A 234/76, WRS-B 218/76 or WRS-G S23A/W45A. The 
use of the geographic WRS should anwwaw be encouraged among the user 
communitwy even for earlw imagerw. 

It was our feeling that the LTWG would be the best forum to discuss and 
convew uPon the subjects above§ Thereforey our suggestion is that a subgrouP 
be aPpointed with this tasky for presentation at the next LGSOWG meeting 
if so agreed. 



ANNEX D 	PRELIMINARY PRICE LIST 

LANDSAT DATA -- THEMATIC MAPPER (TM) 

ATTENTION: Prices include the NOAA distribution fee of US$25.00 for 
each photograPhic product and US$ 300.00 for each complete scene 
in digital form. This fee does not aPplw to Ouick-look products. 

The rices herein are subject to change without notice. 
The intended validitw is until October 31, 1984. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS 

A) Ouick-Look products (uncorrected/low resolution images meant for 
cloud cover and auBlitw evaluation; available in just one spec-
tral bandy generallw Band 3; scale and size approximate) 

Scale 	Medium 	Size 	Code 	Price(US$) 

1:4,000,000 	PaPer 	40mm 	0120 	3.00 

B) Bulk products (Sustem-corrected geometricallw and radiometrical-
lw; Sun elevation-compensated) 

B.1) Black-and-white 

Scale 	Medium 	Size 	Code Price(US$) 

	

1:1,000,000 	Film negative 185mm 	0202 	110.00 

	

1:1,0001000 	Fila positive 185mm 	0212 	100.00 

	

1:1,000,000 	Paper 	185mm 	0222 	75.00 

	

1:500y000 	Paper 	370mm 	0223 	140.00 

	

1:2501000 	Paper 	740mm 	0224 	250.00 

B.2) Color (normal band usage 2/3/4 for false color and 1/2/3 for 
true color) 

Scale 	Medium 	Size 	Code Price(US$) 

	

1:1,000,000 	Film positive 	185mm 	1212 	200.00 

	

1:1,0001000 	PaPer 	185mm 	1222 	180.00 

	

1:5001000 	Paper 	370mm 	1223 	240.00 

Additional fee for band combinations different from the above 
(easter color negative retained): US$100.00. 

(over) 

- D.1 - 



-D.2- 

DIGITAL PRODUCTS (system-corrected just radiometrically; geometric 
 	corrections along une anis) 

A) Full freme ( n = number of bands, from 1 to 7) 

Format Density Tapes Code Price 	(US$) 

BIL 1600 bpi n*2400' 201n 100.00 	+ n * 550.00 
BSO 1600 bpi n*2400' 203n 100.00 	+ n * 550.00 

B) Ouadrant (3-band or 7-band only) 

Bands Format Density Tapes Code 	Price (US$) 

3 BIL 1600 bPi 1*2400' 2053 600.00 
3 BSO 1600 bPi 1*2400' 2073 600.00 
7 BIL 1600 bpi 2*2400' 2057 1300.00 
7 BSO 1600 bPi 2*2400' 2077 1300.00 

NOTES: 1)Payments must be mede ir advance through a nominal check 
to Instituto de Peseuisas Espaciais. An account can also 
be maintained for euickest servicing. 

2)Prices include airmail delivers for photographic prod-
ucts; CCTs are normally airfreighted collect. 

3)Normal servicing time is 10-15 das ; CCTs can suffer an 
additional 10-20 dass delas to obtain the necessary ex-
port license. 

June 1984 

Nelson de Jesus Parada 
Director General 



ANNEX E 

LANDSAT 5 - TM SCENE, CHANNEL 3, APRIL 24/1984 

(BRASILIA AREA) 



W 48 30 

W 47 30 

221D071 

TM5-00784-T025 
24A8R84 WRS: 2210071 	IDE 	C: 515:54/9/047:54 
SOM G = 3 E = 6 184x185km 	N: S15:53/W047:54 SOL: E143 AZ054 R189 	T/C: 84115-124153.0 

R=2 CES GAMA =0 Q G =99 	PROC 06111N84 14:23 
TRAI(S): Ar 
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